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A good long-term
future for UK
Agriculture
Jonathan Allright, Head of the
Agricultural Mortgage Corporation
plc, explains how AMC has seen
numerous farming cycles over the
last 87 years and how AMC has
consistently supported UK farmers.

To get an accurate picture of farming in this time of
change I asked Meurig Raymond, the President of the
NFU in England and Wales for his views on the future
and what he has been most proud of in his farming
career. These are naturally Meurig’s opinions and not
those of AMC.

AMC was set up in 1928 specifically to
provide finance for farmers in one of the
hardest periods for British agriculture in 200
years. We have seen numerous farming cycles
come and go and commodity prices fluctuate
dramatically – that is why we never judge a
farm on a single set of accounts but look
at their overall performance over a five
year period.

Q: How important does the NFU
view the following factors in terms
of their influence on the recovery
of commodity prices for cereals,
meat and dairy products?

In this edition we look at four farmers tackling
the challenges that farming is currently facing.
Robert Law, who was a new entrant to farming
has used long-term AMC loans to purchase
land which has allowed him to build up his
arable, sheep and beef enterprises. This
year he will again be co-hosting the Cereals
event. The Maltbys have had to face flooding
and disease but have used an AMC loan to
build back up their dairy herd numbers. The
Thompson family are a great example of
successful diversification and have created an
award winning garden centre and farm shop;
whilst George Winn-Darley is renovating and
upgrading rental properties which provides an
alternative income stream to farming.
If you have ideas or plans that you would like
to discuss please call our New Business Team
or your Regional Agricultural Manager listed
on the back cover. We believe that there is
a good future for British agriculture and, as
always, AMC is here to support.
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Meurig: Price prospects for a
range of agricultural commodities
are negative and the outlook
remains tough. It is a marked
turnaround from where we were
as recently as two years ago.
For example, the average milk
price is down by 32% and the
feed wheat price by nearly 39%.
Supply and demand imbalance
has hit many sectors, and it is
still a situation accentuated by
Russia closing its borders to a
range of food products from the
EU and other countries back in
2014. As well as this demandside shock, the slowdown
in demand from elsewhere
has contributed to subdued
markets across the world. This
has coincided with increased
supplies of many commodities
– the high prices of two years
ago triggered a supply response
and resulted in increased stock
levels that continue to hang over
markets. Simple economics tells
us that it is going to take either
a turnaround in demand or a

tightening of suppliers before we
see respite in commodity prices.
Currency is something that
none of us can control, but it is
something that has a big impact
on farming. Of course, the value
of the pound has been sliding
against the euro for the past few
months as concerns over the
European Union Referendum vote
continues to cause uncertainty,
with the average pound to euro
exchange rate in March the lowest
it has been since December
2014. I am conscious that British
food and non-alcoholic drinks
exports in 2015 fell for the first
time in 11 years. I hope that
the fall in the pound over recent
months provides a boost to
our exports. Similarly, it makes
importing food more expensive.
Yet whilst a weak pound should
benefit farmers, I suspect that
this will be of temporary benefit
for our industry and we can not
count on currency working in our
favour.
Currency and the global market
is always going to be beyond the
control of the NFU.
Similarly, setting prices is
something that we can not

We can help For more information please call our New Business Team on: 01264 334747

influence – competition law sees to
that. However, there are related areas
where we can make a difference, be that
supply chain relationships, promoting
British produce, engaging consumers and
sourcing strategies. We continue to see
some positives and the following give a
snapshot of the impacts of NFU lobbying:
-	Morrisons has agreed to extend its
winter milk payment to June 2016
-	We have helped ensure that Lidl has
committed to sourcing 100% British
milk for their butter
-	Tesco has committed to sourcing
100% British milk for its standard
yoghurts
-	In red meat, Tesco is trialling a cost of
production contract for lamb supplies
-	Aldi have signed the NFU Fruit and Veg
Pledge.
For more details on supermarket
sourcing, our latest guide is available on
the NFU website http://www.nfuonline.
com/back-british-farming/how-can-i-backbritish-farming/where-can-i-buy-britishfood/
Whilst there remains a huge amount
of interest in the sourcing strategies
adopted by our retailers, I believe that
there is also opportunity for our food
service sector and some of our biggest
food manufacturers to do more to Back
British Farming. Our food chain work will
be increasingly critical in achieving fair
and transparent supply chains in the agrifood sector.
Q: What is your view of the future for
the UK dairy industry and if you see the
sector entering a period of significant
rationalisation what should AMC and the
banks be doing to support the industry
through a period of major change?
Meurig: The UK dairy industry, like many
other major dairy producing countries
across the world, is experiencing a
crippling period of low prices and for
the past 12 months has suffered major
economic decline. Milk prices have been
consistently falling since the highs seen
in late November 2013 due to a number
of global issues that have caused an
imbalance in supply and demand. Whilst
the industry has the unwavering support of
British consumers, international dynamics
are particularly shaping the UK market
for dairy products. The rate of farmers
exiting the dairy sector is particularly linked
to profitability, and consolidation in the
number of dairy farmers is likely.

“ I am very
proud that our
farming family,
together with
the support and
understanding
of AMC, created
a complex
mixed farming
business.”

Meurig Raymond,
President of the
National Farmers Union
It is important that allied industries are
supportive at this time. AMC and the
banks should communicate openly
with farmers as to the severity of the
situation, building trust and directing
those who need it to the right support.
There is no doubt that over upcoming
weeks and months difficult decisions
will need to be made across the dairy
sector, and it is vital that farming
businesses are not left on the back
foot due to a lack of communication or
direction from allied industries.
Q: How will the NFU ensure it prepares
for any eventuality when it comes to
the EU Referendum?
Meurig: The NFU Council
overwhelmingly supported the view
that British agriculture is better in the
EU. However we have a clear mandate
from NFU Council to look at policy
improvements and reform no matter
the result of the EU Referendum. If
we were to stay in the EU, our priority
would be to lobby the European
institutions and the government to
pursue better regulation, sciencebased rules, greater competitiveness
for the European agriculture and
fairness across the EU. If we were to
leave the EU, our priority would be
to formulate a domestic policy to fill
the void that the CAP would leave.

The evidence provided by the impact
assessment that we have commissioned
to the Wageningen University gives us
an indication of the relevance of farm
income support and the impact of
different trade relationships with the EU.
Q: What are you most proud of in your
own farming business?
Meurig: Mansel and I inherited
Jordanston Hall with 300 acres at a very
young age and over the past 45 years
we have built the farm business up to
3500 acres. I am very proud that our
farming family, together with the support
and understanding of AMC, created
a complex mixed farming business. I
am also proud that Paul my son and
Nigel my nephew are now very much
involved in the management of the farm
business and following the same ethos
of ambition, determination and hard
work to further develop the business.
Q: And what would you change if it were
easy to do so?
Meurig: There have been times when
ambition may have overtaken good
financial discipline and at difficult times
like we are experiencing at present I
wish we had been less ambitious. I am
sure the strong family commitment will
again carry the business through this
difficult farming period.

Visit our new look AMC website at

www.amconline.co.uk
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Robert also cites AMC’s ‘lend and
leave’ approach as a reason for his long
relationship with the organisation. “Their
initial loan application assessment goes
into forensic detail to ensure there are
no untoward issues linked to the land
they are lending against and to make
sure there is enough asset security
within the business to cover the loan,”
he describes. “But after that initial
assessment, they do not bother us
with requests for annual accounts
and leave us alone to get on with the
business of farming.

Standing still is
not an option for
Cereals co-host
Coming from a non-agricultural background, first generation
farmer, Robert Law, started his career in 1981 as a
manager on the farm he now owns. Today he is farming
more than 2,000 hectares of land – much of which he has
purchased using a series of AMC loans – and will co-host
the Cereals event for the third time later this year.
As a first generation farmer, Robert Law’s
initial interest in farming was ignited at
the age of 13 when his father arranged
work experience for him on the mixed
farming enterprise at Thrift Farm near
Royston in Hertfordshire.
The time he spent on the arable, sheep
and beef farm made him realise what
he wanted to do later in life, and he
subsequently studied at Harper Adams
and spent a year working on farms in
Australia and New Zealand. He returned
to the UK in 1981 to become farm
manager at Thrift Farm before entering
into a share farming agreement and
subsequently farming in partnership with
the farm’s owner.
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In 1987 Robert took out an AMC loan
to buy his business partner out and took
ownership of Thrift’s 287 hectares of
sheep and arable land.
Today Robert farms approximately
1,600 hectares on the Hertfordshire,
Essex and Cambridgeshire borders and
manages a further 485 hectares in
Nottinghamshire, growing arable crops
and keeping a flock of 2,100 ewes.
He also manages a family estate in
Scotland where Blackface sheep and
Highland cattle graze alongside Grouse,
moorland and forestry.
“Farming on such a large scale means
my days are typically filled with the tasks
of managing staff and making sure all
the farm’s paperwork and administrative

Robert Law will
co-host the Cereals
event for the third time,
adding a valuable extra
income stream to his
farm’s business.

“We have tended to take loans on a
50:50 variable versus fixed rate basis,
to hedge against interest rate rises.
In hindsight, with such low base rates
for the past few years, that has not
necessarily been the correct thing to do.
But we have previously been exposed
to interest rates of 17% or more, so we
tend to err on the side of caution by
fixing half of the loan amount. That way,
we know more or less what our bank
outgoings will be each year.”

Cash flow and Cereals 2016
affairs are in order,” Robert explains.
“My days of driving tractors are behind
me, but my passion for the industry is
stronger than ever.”
Robert’s over-arching philosophy is
that ‘to stand still in business is to go
backwards’. “My aim at the end of each
year is to be farming more land than at
the year’s start, whether through shared
farming agreements, joint ventures,
farm tenancies or land purchases,” he
explains. In order to achieve that goal,
the farm business relies heavily on
being able to borrow at competitive
lending rates.

More recently, Robert has opened an
AMC Flexible Facility account. “Last year
we took 360 acres on a farm business
tenancy agreement and purchased a
neighbouring farm of 125 acres. We
have had to pay the rent, interest and
input costs on that land, but will not
see any return until after this summer’s
arable harvest. We have therefore used
the Flexible Facility account to finance
the working capital of the extra land and
to tide us over until the Rural Payments

An AMC Flexible Facility account provides a cost-effective way of financing
the working capital on Law Farming’s latest tenancy agreement.

Agency finally gets organised and sees
fit to pay us. It is a more cost-effective
solution than having to rely on a
traditional overdraft facility.”
This year Robert will again co-host the
Cereals event (he has previously cohosted in 2010 and 2014) and relishes
the challenge that such a large event
brings. “Having already co-hosted the
event twice before, we now know what
we are letting ourselves in for. There is
a lot of hard work involved in getting the
fields in shape and maintaining access
gates and tracks but it gets easier with
each subsequent event.

We can help For more information please call our New Business Team on: 01264 334747

AMC loans available for business purposes only, provided
on a secured loan basis. Minimum AMC standard loan
£25,001, minimum Flexible Facility £30,000. To meet
customer requirements, lending criteria will vary. Lending
is subject to status.

“We are the local faces for the event and
liaise with residents over potential traffic
delays and road closures. We treat each

Cereals 2016
The AMC team will
be at Cereals on
stand 660.

AMC loans for land purchases
“I have used AMC since the late 1980s
to fund various land purchases because
they are the specialists in financing
agricultural land acquisitions,” Robert
continues. “They offer extremely good
margins and, while some high street
banks have only been able to offer me
five or 10 year loan terms, AMC are
happy to lend on a much longer basis.
They are hands-down the best in terms
of long-term fixed rate loans and are
quick to approve new loan applications.”

time we co-host the event as a real bonus
because it fits with our rotation and brings
valuable extra income from the farm’s
poorest land. It has been a privilege to be
able to contribute to such a well attended
and upbeat industry event.”

Come and ask us
about how we could
help your business.
15TH AND 16TH JUNE 2016
First generation farmer, Robert Law, has used AMC to fund several
land purchases and now farms in excess of 2,000 hectares.

CHRISHALL GRANGE NEAR
DUXFORD, CAMBRIDGESHIRE
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Farm shop and rural retailer
expands with AMC’s support
In common with other commodity based
agricultural businesses, garden centres and rural
retailers such as Garsons of Esher in Surrey are
vulnerable to huge trading volatilities and the
effects of adverse weather. Reliable financial
support and having the correct economic tools in
place are therefore key to their ability to ride out
periods of poor trading.

The Thompson family started the Garsons business
at West End village near Esher in 1871. Traditionally
supplying fresh vegetables to London greengrocers, the
company was forced to adapt as the 1970s and 1980s
heralded the rise of the supermarkets.
“With cheap food from international suppliers making it
difficult to remain competitive, the company’s directors
took the decision to move into direct retailing,” explains
Ben Thompson, Garsons’ Marketing Director.
At first the company’s retail division was little more than
a few fresh vegetables being sold from the farm’s stable
block. Today however, Garsons is an award-winning garden
centre and farm shop with locations at Esher in Surrey
and Titchfield in Hampshire. The Esher site is also home
to the company’s 170-acre farm where more than 40
lines of fruit and vegetables, including Pick Your Own soft
fruits, are grown.
“A lot of our success is due to our Esher site’s location,”
Ben continues. “We are conveniently located near to a
number of affluent population centres to which our locally
sourced and speciality products have a huge appeal.
We have got customers from as far afield as Guildford,
Wimbledon and south west London and are viewed by
many of our regulars as a venue for a day out.”
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“We have invested heavily in order to maximise our appeal
and increase footfall at both sites, but we have always
taken a relatively conservative and considered approach
to developing and growing the business. For example,
we have mitigated the financial risk of building the new
restaurant by franchising it to a professional catering firm.
Their three year contract guarantees us a basic rental
income, plus a percentage of trading profits, and ensures
the restaurant is run to the very highest standards. So
far it is an arrangement that is working well, with footfall
on the increase and some very positive feedback from
customers.”

AMC’s financial support
Since the 1990s, the Garsons business has been
supported by AMC, with a number of long-term loans
put in place to finance the various expansion and
refurbishment projects.
“AMC’s support has been invaluable to our business,”
explains Garsons’ Finance Director, Derek Richardson.
“We took our first AMC loan out in 1991 and have since
used similar long-term products to fund the purchase of
the Titchfield site and to develop the facilities at Esher.

AMC understands how our business can be affected by
the weather and leaves us to get on with managing the
business without having to be concerned about how AMC
might respond to a period of poor trading. Their simple
approach makes large building and investment projects
easier and less stressful to manage.

The new 300-seater restaurant, which was
funded with an AMC loan, is mutually beneficial
to the Esher site’s 6,000m2 retail space.

“They have helped us to develop the business without
having to tie up too much of our own liquidity in long-term
investment projects. As a result, we have been able to
move away from the wholesale sector in favour of retailing
our own products directly to what has quickly become a
loyal customer base. That is not feasible for every farm
to achieve, but businesses such as ours do present good
opportunities for other producers to find an alternative
route to market without having to be reliant on the
supermarkets.”
For more information about Garsons go to
www.garsons.co.uk

“We have also had an AMC Flexible Facility account since
2011, but so far have not needed to draw any funds. It is
an effective insurance measure which we put in place to
cover any temporary or unexpected cash flow implications
which might come about as a result of events such as
poor Easter trade, snow in the run-up to Christmas or a
hosepipe ban such as the one we had in 2012.

Pick Your Own fruit is still a key
aspect of the Garsons business.

“Those sorts of weather events are completely out of our
hands but can have huge implications on our monthly
cash flow and balance sheet so it is good to know the
Flexible Facility is there just in case we need it. It has also
been nice to have in the wake of the recent developments
at Esher.

The Esher site’s retail space now extends to 6,000m2
thanks to a recent project which has seen the farm’s
original glass houses being converted into a modern
shopping facility. A 300-seater restaurant has also been
built, replacing the garden centre’s old 100-seater café.

“The new restaurant and retail centre have only been
open for a few months, and while initial trade is good,
as with any business that has just completed a major
investment project, our cash flow is feeling the pinch.
The Flexible Facility gives us the peace of mind that we can
ride out what should be a temporary cash flow setback.”

“The business is still very much family run, but it has
grown from a simple horticultural farm to a successful
rural retail enterprise with two large sites employing 220
people,” Ben adds.

Derek Richardson is also complimentary of AMC’s ‘lend
and leave’ approach. “It is a way of working which suits
our business model,” he explains. “Whereas other lenders
might look less favourably on a fluctuating balance sheet,

We can help For a full list of AMC agents across the UK phone 01264 334747

Garsons produce as many as 40 lines of fruit
and vegetables on their 170 acres at Esher.
The original Garsons farm shop was the company’s
first venture into direct retail. Today it has grown
into a popular food outlet, attracting customers from
across Surrey and South West London.

AMC loans available for business purposes only, provided on a secured loan basis.
Minimum AMC standard loan £25,001, minimum Flexible Facility £30,000. To meet
customer requirements, lending criteria will vary. Lending is subject to status.

Visit our new look AMC website at

www.amconline.co.uk
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“For us, it is more important to keep costs under control and
we are constantly benchmarking and re-assessing our input
costs. We pay a lot of attention to our feed input costs and
are currently using an average of 0.3kg of cake per litre of
milk produced. We are happy with that figure, but are always
looking for ways to improve. If we can save 1kg of feed per
cow per day without having a detrimental effect on milk yield
or composition, we can save as much as £18,000 per year. In
today’s dairy climate that is a huge saving.”

The herd at Aller Court has been
cross bred to improve cow health
and longevity, maximise milk
constituents and improve feed
conversion efficiencies.

In addition to managing the farm’s milk production costs,
Andrew’s other key focus is to maximise the farm’s
environmental and ecological opportunities.
“Our location on the Somerset Levels means it is ineffective
to manage the dairy herd on an intensive system,” Andrew
explains. “But it does open other opportunities, not least the
ability to receive financial rewards from various archaeological,
environmental and Higher Level Stewardship (HLS) schemes.”

Ecology,
environment and
production costs
are the key focus on
Somerset dairy farm
Long-term AMC customers, Andrew and Emma
Maltby, have used a series of AMC loans to build
and expand their Somerset dairy farm. Andrew’s
ongoing focus is to maintain a tight control on
production costs and to maximise the farm’s
environmental and ecological earning potential.
Andrew and Emma Maltby farm 700 acres at Aller Court
near Langport on the Somerset Levels. With a proportion of
the farm’s grazing land susceptible to regular winter flooding,
the 230 cow dairy herd is managed on an extensive,
grass-based system. 150 acres of cereal crops are also
grown, with approximately half sold via a buy-back
agreement to the feed mill in Crediton and the rest used
for the herd’s own consumption.
Seven years ago the Maltbys moved away from using pure
Holstein genetics in favour of cross-breeding with Jersey,
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As well as being involved in projects to protect lapwings and
re-introduce Great Cranes to the Somerset Levels, the Maltbys
are also attempting to diversify their farm business by installing
a 55-acre, 17MW solar photovoltaic (PV) park.
“We are currently earning the equivalent of approximately two
pence per litre from the various environmental schemes that
we work hard to comply with, but have also taken 55 acres
out of arable production in the hope that we can earn an extra
income from solar energy. We have been working with British
Solar Renewables to seek planning permission for the land to
be used for green electricity production.
“We intend to graze sheep under the panels in order to keep
the land in food production, but we have met some strong
opposition from local residents. The irony is, if the solar panels
are installed, the land will be able to support a wider variety of

wildlife as we will no longer be ploughing the land each year
for the next arable crop. We have also agreed to enhance the
whole farm’s ecological value by putting an additional three
acres of land to seed banks for wild birds and feeding scrapes
for lapwings.
“If we do not get planning permission for the solar panels,
we will revert to growing more of our own cereals. It will be a
shame as the land is ideally suited to solar energy production,
and it would actually enhance the farm’s ecological diversity.
The income from the solar panels would also help the farm to
cope with rising input costs and falling milk prices. It all comes
down to maximising the opportunities presented to us – that is,
after all, the essence of running any commercial business.”
The farm’s propensity to flooding will hopefully be less
problematic when work to improve the drainage capacity of
the King’s Sedgemoor Drain and River Sowy is completed –
both waterways are being dredged and widened to prevent
a recurrence of the 2014 Somerset flood crisis. Once
completed, the drainage improvements will give the Maltbys a
more certain and reliable grazing period and help to reduce the
vagaries of extreme weather events.
“That will give us more control of our production costs, and
gives us the confidence to believe that, despite the current
milk price turmoil, there is a strong future for us in UK dairy
farming. Working with companies such as AMC, who clearly
understand the UK dairy sector, also gives us confidence,
especially as they do not charge an annual arrangement fee.
It is another example of how we are working to keep
our outgoings to the bare minimum.”
AMC loans available for business purposes only, provided on a secured loan basis.
Minimum AMC standard loan £25,001, minimum flexible facility £30,000. To meet
customer requirements, lending criteria will vary. Lending is subject to status.

Guernsey, Fleckvieh and Montbeliarde sires: to reduce
lameness, improve cow longevity, maximise constituent
payments from the farm’s traditional farmhouse cheese
contract and improve feed conversion efficiencies.
Six years ago the herd was badly affected by Johne’s
disease, which caused cow numbers to slump to 180.
“Since then we have been able to rebuild the herd by
purchasing and importing cows from the continent,”
Andrew Maltby explains. “We have been AMC customers for
many years, using long-term loans to purchase land and to
build an on-site farm worker’s cottage. When we spoke to
AMC about purchasing a group of replacement cows they
once again agreed to make the necessary funds available.
“We are now back at our maximum stocking density and are
focusing on producing milk as cost-effectively as possible.
Our cross-breeding strategy has served us well: we are still
producing 6,800 litres per cow, but no longer have any of
the worries or costs related to chasing outright yields and
associated health problems.

We can help For a full list of AMC agents across the UK phone 01264 334747

Somerset dairy farmers Emma and
Andrew Maltby, with their sons, Charlie
(left) and George (right), both of whom
hope to make a career in UK agriculture.
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years, our residential lettings have been a
viable way of achieving this,” he describes.
“Improving the number and quality of
dwellings therefore not only improves
our annual income, but also makes an
improved contribution to the national
need for more houses and solving the
homelessness disgrace,” stressed George.
“In my opinion, the EPC regulations are
only going to get tighter, especially as
there is now cross-party support of the
requirement for properties to be more
energy efficient. It is therefore fair to
assume the drive towards better thermal
efficiency on all buildings is a trend which is
going to continue. Therefore, taking a longterm approach to the investment needed
to meet the regulations in the short-term
appeared to be a wise approach.”

Yorkshire estate invests in
rental property upgrades to
safeguard future income
With a strong commercial focus and an aptitude for planning for
the long-term, George Winn-Darley has instigated an extensive
programme of property renovations to ensure his Yorkshire estate’s
rental properties comply with the impending Energy Performance
Certificate regulations.
The Darley family has owned Aldby Park
near York since 1557. Along with its
sister estate at Spaunton in the North
York Moors, the family estate comprises
approximately 4,000 acres of in-hand and
tenanted land, plus 53 rented dwellings
and eight tenanted farmhouses.

“The first EPC guidelines were issued in
2008,” George Winn-Darley explains.
“Whilst that gave us the best part of 10
years to get our properties in order, we did
not want to set ourselves unachievable
deadlines, so we decided to take a very
proactive approach from the outset.

Today the estate is owned and managed
by George Winn-Darley who, with the
support of AMC, is in the process of
upgrading more than 20 residential
properties to bring them in-line with the
impending Energy Performance Certificate
(EPC) legislation – see box on the next
page for more information.

“Almost as soon as the regulations were
announced we commissioned a qualified
EPC assessor to survey all of the estate’s
rental properties so that we had a full and
accurate picture of where we were and
what the likely impact of the regulations
would be for us.”
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The rented properties on the estates
range from one-bedroom bungalows and

workers’ cottages, to substantial
five-bedroom farmhouses. Many of these
are period properties, approximately 20
of which do not currently comply with the
EPC rules.
“At first we saw the new EPC laws as
a bit of an irritation, but in actual fact,
they present an excellent opportunity
for us to improve the estate’s assets,”
George continues. “It makes sense to
make domestic properties more thermally
efficient as it not only makes them easier
to let, but also means properties can
attract higher rental incomes. Improved
properties also attract better tenants and
longer tenancies with fewer voids between
rental agreements.
“That all contributes to a less transient,
more cohesive community, which, in the
long run, presents fewer headaches for
the estate to deal with.”
In his role as the estate’s manager,
George’s primary focus is to increase the
estate’s annual income. “Over the last 30

We can help For more information please call our New Business Team on: 01264 334747

The EPC reports found that of the estate’s
61 rented dwellings, 22 failed to reach
the required standard, with the level of
work required to bring the properties within
specification ranging from replacing boilers
or dry-lining external walls, to full re-fits
and complete modernisations.
“We had already taken steps to insulate
each property’s loft space with modern
materials as we knew that was a relatively
easy way of improving energy efficiency,”
George continues. “In fact, by approaching
this in a structured and methodical
manner, and by scrutinising the fine detail
of the work involved, we found that we
could insulate the properties for less than
it would cost if we had signed up to the
Government’s subsidised loft insulation
scheme.
“However, despite the loft insulation work,
the EPC reports showed that we still had
to make some significant investments to
maintain the estate’s earning potential for
the long-term.”

Energy Performance
Certificates (EPCs)
EPCs are needed whenever a
domestic property is built, sold or
rented, and contains information
about a property’s energy use
and typical energy costs, and
recommendations about how to
reduce energy use and save money.

Aldby Park has used a range
of AMC loans to update its
portfolio of residential lettings
in line with EPC regulations.
Each of the properties requiring an
upgrade has been scheduled for
renovation works to be carried out as they
become empty, with those able to return
a higher margin prioritised for completion
ahead of other properties.
“We have already made good progress
and have completed the renovation of a
lot of the properties, but there is still plenty
left to do. Having said that, we are well
ahead of beating the 2018 and 2020
deadlines. That is a key goal for us as
failure to meet the deadline will render any
under-performing properties incapable of
earning an income.
“As well as the renovation and
improvement works, the estate has also
created 18 new dwellings – either as
new builds or through the conversion of
existing barns and outbuildings. As with
the renovation project, the new buildings
have been funded with the assistance of a
range of AMC loans.
“We took out our first AMC loan in 1991
and have worked with them ever since,”

An EPC gives a property an energy
efficiency rating from A (most
efficient) to G (least efficient)
and is valid for 10 years. The
latest regulations dictate that any
domestic property which doesn’t
meet band E or above cannot be let
on a new tenancy on or after 1 April
2018, and cannot continue to be let
on an existing agreement beyond 1
April 2020.
EPCs are applicable on all
rental properties.
For more information visit
http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/
buildingregulations/
greenerbuildings/epc

George describes. “We use a Flexible
Facility to ease the estate’s cash flow and
have a selection of long-term fixed and
variable rate loans which are used to fund
ongoing capital projects.
“We do not borrow from anyone
other than AMC, simply because they
understand our business model. We
have got a good relationship with Adrian
Cawood, our Regional Agricultural
Manager, who has put a lot of thought and
work into ensuring we have got the right
finance products in place for our specific
needs. Adrian has many years experience
of supporting landed estates with funding
applications and has a clear appreciation
of what we are trying to achieve.
“Once a loan with AMC is in place, there
is almost zero interference from them
and, having recently asked a selection
of banks to tender for our business,
we are confident that the AMC interest
rates are amongst the most competitive
available. For us, AMC is the right
company to work with.”

The rental properties on the Aldby Park
estate comprise new builds (left) and 22
period properties in need of modernisation.

AMC loans available for business purposes only, provided
on a secured loan basis. Minimum AMC standard loan
£25,001, minimum flexible facility £30,000. To meet
customer requirements, lending criteria will vary. Lending
is subject to status.

Visit our new look AMC website at

www.amconline.co.uk
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Our service promise

We aim to provide the highest level of customer service possible. If you experience a problem, we will always seek to resolve this as
quickly and efficiently as possible. If you would like a copy of our complaint procedures, please contact us on 01264 334747.

How to get in
touch with us
1

To establish whether
AMC can help fund your
project, you can speak to
one of our specialist New
Business Managers in
our Andover head office
on 01264 334747. They
will be pleased to discuss
your plans.

2

To discuss a proposal with
your local AMC Agent, call
us on 01264 334747 and
we can put you in touch
with them. You can also
find your local contact on
the AMC website –
www.amconline.co.uk
under ‘Contact Us’. Our
Agents are all Rural
Chartered Surveyors who
may also be able to help
with planning permission
and project management.

3

If you have an existing
relationship with one of our
locally based Agricultural
Managers then you can
call them direct on the
numbers opposite.

4

Alternatively, why not visit
the AMC website, go to
www.amconline.co.uk

Secured loans available for business purposes only. Minimum AMC standard loan £25,001. Minimum Flexible Facility £30,000. To meet
customer requirements, lending criteria will vary.
Before taking out a mortgage you should take financial advice from a professional adviser or accountant.

Please contact us if you would like this information in an alternative format such as Braille,
large print or audio.
If you have a hearing or speech impairment you can use Text Relay (previously Typetalk). Office hours are 09:00 to 17:00, Monday to Friday, excluding Bank and
Public holidays.
The Agricultural Mortgage Corporation plc, registered in England & Wales, no. 234742. Registered office: Charlton Place, Charlton Road, Andover, Hampshire SP10 1RE.
Telephone: 01264 334344.

AMC

The Agricultural Mortgage Corporation plc is a wholly owned subsidiary of Lloyds Bank plc. Lloyds Bank plc is a member of Lloyds
Banking Group. The Lloyds Banking Group includes companies using brands including Lloyds Bank, Halifax and Bank of Scotland and
their associated companies. More information on the Lloyds Banking Group can be found at lloydsbankinggroup.com
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